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As testament to his unparalleled brilliance in academic leadership, Gulf College Chairman of
the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees Dr. Issa Al Bulushi received
the highest honour from the Association of Arab Universities (AArU), by becoming an esteemed member of the prestigious Arab European Leadership Education Network Governance and Advisory Board (ARELEN-GAB).
The GAB consists of the most excellent minds
in the fields of education, industry, and governance. It is an association of internationallyacclaimed leaders, rectors, and representatives
from the MENA Region, Europe, the British
Council, World Bank, and the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education. This team will
serve as the overseers of the ARELEN, a network which aims to enhance academic cooperation among member institutions from the Middle

East, North Africa and Europe. The ARELEN
hopes to gain breakthroughs in teaching,
research, and community engagement
through the sharing of best practices and
effective techniques among members. Gulf
College, under the outstanding auspice of
Board Chair Dr. Issa, has vowed to actively
engage in the activities of the ARELEN to
achieve the shared goal of exceptional education for global learners and stakeholders.

Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
Chairman, Board of Directors,
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees

MOTIVATED. SU delegates Mr. Paul Byrne and Ms. Liz Hathaway, confer with DD-QAP Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Academic Registrar Mr. Raviraj Shetty, & FBMS Head Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed for programme strategies.

The Staffordshire University (SU) official delegation collaborated with Gulf College to discuss
the strategies needed for the implementation of the UK and Masters’ programmes offered
jointly by the academic partners.
SU representatives Mr. Paul Byrne, Associate
Dean for Partnerships, FBEL, and Ms. Liz Hathaway, Associate Dean for Partnerships, FCES,
met with Dean Prof Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, Deputy Dean for Quality Assurance and Partnership
Dr. Shameena Mehtab, as well as the other
deputy deans, academic registrar, and Quality
Assurance and CB coordinators to discuss the
key strategies needed for effective registration
and implementation for the students.
Additionally, the representatives also sought to

discuss the modules, activities, and partner
projects founded and proliferated by GC and
SU. This includes responses spurred by the
revalidation, adjustments to the new ministry
requirements for 480 credit integrated
awards and the introduction of year 0 in
place of the IFP programme, IFP and Ministry requirements for the English language,
Review and further development of the admissions process (which includes applications approval and English Language Testing, and the approval process for updating
the CES 15 credit awards.

UNSWERVING. GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani discusses the linked programmes of the
college.
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The Gulf College family became the true embodiment of earnest
civic duty as faculty members, under the venerated auspices of
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of
Trustees Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani,
initiated visits to the Khoula Hospital and Royal Hospital for the
celebration of Eid Al-Fitr, during the Holy Month of Ramadan.
The visiting delegation brought
cheer and love to the sick children of the hospital, as faculty
members distributed food and
gifts to the patients. The teams
also conducted programmes and
activities for the entertainment of
the kids and hospital staff.
The heartfelt juncture is part of

the college’s community integration and service. Gulf College
strives to provide excellent and
humanitarian education that puts
the welfare of the Sultanate of
Oman at its core. The administration fervently believes that
knowledge should transcend
classroom instruction and incorporate itself into the values of
culture and society.

the

To ensure the quality and continuing proliferation of GC’s
offered programmes, GC Dean
Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
convened with the academic
and non-academic staff of Gulf
College to discuss the current
UK linkages affiliated with
each offering.
Dean Prof. Dr. Taki first expounded on the Integrated Foundation
Programme, as IFP Semester 2
students will be moderated by
Staffordshire University, and
Cardiff Metropolitan University
will supervise and moderate the
General Foundation programme,
GFP, L3 Blocks 1 and 2, EBC
and Level 4. He also emphasised that the levels 5 and 6 of
FBMS will take place in the next
two years, with Cardiff Met instating in the coming semesters.

Additionally, Dean Prof Dr. Taki
stated that FBMS Level 4 students will go to Cardiff Met tutelage while levels 5 and 6 will still
be under the Staffordshire programmes. The FCS or Computing
Students will continue with the
Staffordshire‘s as well.
Dr. Shameena Mehtab , Deputy
Dean for Quality Assurance and
Partnerships, reiterated that the
academic workload has three
elements: contact hours, guided
learning, and independent learning.
The session came to an exciting
close when Dean Prof. Dr Taki
awarded bags of chocolates to
witty and shrewd participants
during the question hour and
short quiz portion, as hosted by
Dr Shameena.

ATTENTIVE. Exam moderators carefully evaluate and monitor the examination
scripts with Academic Registrar Mr. Raviraj Shetty.

EARNEST. GC Chair of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of
Trustees Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani bring cheer
to the sick patients at Khoula and Royal Hospital

UK Universities’ Awards Board concluded the moderation of the
final bulk of examination scripts for Gulf College’s Faculty of Business and Management Studies (FBMS) and Faculty of Computing
Sciences (FCS) departments this semester, as headed by Mr. Raviraj Shetty, Academic Registrar.
The convoy was composed of
Ms. Lindy Johnson ,Assessment
and award Support Administrator SU, Dr. Rob Boast, Chair of
the Board, SU, Ms. Sara Briscoe and Mr. Phillip Lewis, EEs
from Southampton Solent University, Mr. Stuart McNeil, EE,
Cardiff Met University, Dr. Chris
Roast, Sheffield, EE, Hallam
University, Ms. Laura Burgess,
IAA, SU, and Mrs. Deborah
Cartwright, IAA, SU.
Moderators underwent careful
monitoring and evaluation of the
examination process. This includes the distribution and
checking of exams, as well as
the demeanor of facilitators and
students during the examination

proceedings. Content and standardisation were also scrutinized
to ensure the reliability and accuracy of information.
After five (5) working days of
checking and evaluation, the
External Examiners were mollified with the way the lecturers of
the FBMS and FCS departments
underwent the process of moderation and marking of the exam
scripts in which the UK standards were ensured. The External
Awards Board delegations appreciated the GC management
in the excellent conveyance of
the programme and other support provisions which made the
partnerships for a decade an
unambiguous feat.

What’s Up in Oman?
The Al Hoota Cave, one of Oman’s
most popular tourist destinations, is
set to reopen on Sept. 5!
(Source: timesofoman.com)
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The Faculty of Business and Management Studies (FBMS) recently
launched a workshop entitled “How to Write an Effective Module Monitoring Report”, for the benefit of all staff members tasked to evaluate
the college’s premier modules and programmes.
The activity was headed by Ms.
Ritu Gandhi, FBMS Lecturer/CB
Coordinator. The objectives of the
workshop include a thorough facilitation and guidance on the processes of writing a comprehensive
module monitoring report. This
includes the coverage of all aspects of the module, the tenets of
the report, and guidelines on format, content, and editing.
After the lecture, an open forum
commenced among the speaker,
organisers and attendees.

The participants provided constructive comments and queries to further clarify the processes involved.
Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, Head of
FBMS as well as the programme
leaders steered the discussion in
the right direction by giving their
useful inputs whenever necessary.
The faculty hopes that such activities will help improve members’
proficiency and skill in creating their
reports, as well as promote seamless report creation, compiling, and
submission.

ENGAGED. (Top) Staff members attend FBMS’ workshop on Module Monitoring Report. (Bottom) FBMS lecturer Ms. Ritu Gandhi during the general
discussion panel.

As part of the regular academic improvements in the Faculty of
Computing Sciences, Dr. Rowena Sibayan, Faculty of Computing
Sciences (FCS) Research Coordinator held an intensive workshop
on the formation and design of a rubric.
The
roundtable
session
stressed the importance of
knowing the use of the rubrics-an established rule and guide
on specific criteria for grading
or scoring academic papers,
projects or tests. The proper
syllabication of the rubric is
required to ensure the uniformity and competency for grading.
The rubric is also one of the
POISED. The Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS) lecturers and staff members
college’s first markers in deterready themselves for the rubric design workshop.

mining and maintaining the quality of education in GC.
This workshop was attended by
the entire faculty, under the leadership FCS Head Mr. Abubucker
Samsudeen Shaffi. The program
consisted of a detailed discussion
about the parts of a rubric, the
requirements needed to complete
the form, in line with the curriculum and program guide used by
GC.

Cognizant to the mission Gulf College to produce topnotch quality
education, The Faculty of Foundation Studies administered the
Oxford Placement Test (OPT) to new students for the A.Y. 20162017.
Ms. Raquel Banares, FFS Administrator, led the supervision of
the test assisted by the lecturers.
Accordingly, hundreds of students took the 200 item test
online, consisting of grammar
and listening items. Students
plunge into the computing rooms
to undergo the admission and
find ways to get a slot in the com-

ing registration week.
Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan, Head
of FFS, underscored that the
OPT is an examination that aims
to assess the language skills at a
range of levels, each of them
having clearly defined relevance
PONDERING. New students undergo the Oxford Placement Test administered by
to the needs of Gulf College stu- the Faculty of Foundation Studies.
dents as language learners.

Announcement
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Culture and the Environment

FBMS Resit Examination Times Tables
and Submission Schedules for September
are now available for viewing at http://
gulfcollege.edu.om/news.php
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Gulf College is aiding in its learners’ quest for employment both here and abroad
In this day and age, getting a good job after graduation
can be difficult. With the advancement and arrival of
technology, the job market is getting more and more
competitive. This is why academes like Gulf College
strive to help their graduates receive reliable jobs, in
order to secure their future. The E-Gazette consulted
three experts with regards to the basic requirements of
the employment industry, and how to gain an edge in
our present hiring environment,
The E-Gazette EIC had the chance to interview Mr.
Haitham Salim Yousuf Al Salmi, Deputy Central Manager of Muscat Cleaning and and Depository co. SAOG.
He was so glad to share his experience and espertise to
GC students In line with the Ministry of Higher Education’s vision and directions in improving the graduate attributes of the private colleges and universities in Oman
Mr. Fathi Al Araimi
and to meet the needs and demands of the job market. He was once invited by Gulf College to help the students
understand the job market needs and to reassess Gulf College’s vision, mission and objectives and agree to the development so they can
meet the job market requirements.
According to Mr. Haitham, there are major factors to consider to easily land a good job such as: good personality, intelligence, language proficiency, and knowledge on applying the basics of his/her degree. The applicants should also have good command of communication skills, and in this case, English is an imperative
requirement. Additionally, Mr. Haitham states that in this day and age, knowledge of the internet and browsing
technology is also a requirement. He also suggests that applicants browse the company’s available channels,
like websites and blogs, to gain knowledge about their organizational structure, basic processes, and delivered services.
The E-Gazette also spoke with Mr. Fahad Al Jabri, MCIPD, Human Resource Business Partner, Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) regarding his experience in sharing his talent and best practices to the students of
Gulf College. Like Mr. Haitham, Mr. Jabri states that though the job market may be competitive, applying for a
good job is not impossible. He adds that students only need to carry determination and patience to secure the
job that they wish. Beyond this, new graduates have a great chance to land a job in a known firm of their
choice. Lastly, Mr. Fathi Al Araimi, HR Account Manager for Shell Development Oman, states that new applicants have greater chance at hiring after undergoing trainings and seminars. He suggests that even after col- Mr. Haitham Yousuf Al Salmi
lege, young graduates should not hesitate to seek further education and instruction. There are many available institutional and government
trainings for all kinds of fields— from medicine and science, to arts and humanities. From experience, he states that these kinds of trainings
will give students an edge in the industry, especially as bigger corporations demand more from their workers.

The Royal Oman Police is intensifying its campaign towards
road and traffic safety, especially for young pedestrians. The
ROP is conducting seminars and conferences to schools and
institutions, to inform students and young drivers of the country’s pertinent rules with regards to
proper driving, crossing, as well as road signs.

Oman Trivia

Every year, road accidents claim thousands of lives in the Sultanate. It remains as one of the highest contributors to Oman’s death rate, and minors are the primary victims. To address this, the
ROP plans to launch more road safety campaigns to ensure the protection and safety of all drivers, riders, and pedestrians of the Sultanate.
Data Source: timesofoman.com
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